Introduction
while producing a lot of periodic update packets [16] . In reactive routing schemes, where routing information is obtained on demand, nodes mail fail to find a path to the destiDelay tolerant networks (DTNs) are a class of emerging nto. Hoee,ti' osntma httepcescno networks that experience frequent and long duration partibdei.veredt the doestnati Dea to noe mobilty dif tions~~~~~~~~~~~~,] Insc,ewrs nen-oedpt ewe be delivered to the destination. Due to node mobility, diftin[5.s ucrceandhe networks,o man endende.pathbetwnferent links come up and down over time, enabling nodes to the ourc anthedestnaton my nver xist Wih th in achieve eventual delivery through stor"e-car"ry-and-for"war"d creased use of wireless mobile devices, many of the new network applications fall into this category of such netapproach, which uses buffers to hold the message until the . .~~~~~nextlink comes up in the end-to-end path. Epidemic routworks, such as wildlife tracking, military networks, and disaster recovery and emergency response, etc. ing is one of such schemes where nodes exchange mes- In this paper we present CERM: Controlled Epidemic sages that they don't have in common upon node contact to perform flooding in the context of DTNs. The purpose of achReveoutinfo muliag, a collectio fschmeto CERM is to achieve high message delivery ratios and low achieve efficientromlessaEdeliveryformulticasting iD ThMugi delays while trying to decrease buffer occupancy and the the use of controlled Epidemic routing in DTNs. Multinme fmsaetases casting is the transmission of packets to a group of hosts identified by a single destination address (group id). Mul-
The semantics of multicasting in DTNs should also ticasting may be desirable in many potential DTN applicabe considered besides the routing challenges mentioned tions where a close collaboration of participating members above. In traditional networks, data transfer delays are is necessary. For example, sensors deployed in a military generally very short and group membership changes durfield for intrusion detection may need to communicate with ing data transfers are rare and can be ignored. However, other nodes for a more complete information regarding the because of frequent partitions and consequent long delays intruding object. In an emergency response scenario, resin DTNs, group membership changes require unambiguous semantic models for implementation and analysis of multito be available for the routing schemes to work. Howcasting under such conditions [21] .
ever, in many cases no such information may be known We examine efficient multicast routing schemes for to the nodes in the network. Under such conditions, differDTNs. Based on group-based delivery and Epidemic routent routing approaches are necessary for effective message ing schemes we extend current routing schemes to CERM. delivery.
In CERM we use TTL, message expiration times, probDue to frequent network partitions, epidemic routing abilistic routing, and other inter-group routing policies to [17] is used as a flooding method in the context of interachieve desired resource-performance tradeoffs. We The simplest approach to achieve group delivery might be that the sender will try to deliver its packet to every 3. [11] , PH(e, eA), as folilarly, when M = 2 system-wide Epidemic routing also lows: reduces to unicast Epidemic routing, for which extensive results are known [6, 19] . This is important as the case M = 2 represents bounds for certain performance metrics, = (1,,. .., 0), 
Here, -yi denotes the rate at which the system leaves state i, and pi denotes the probability that the next state is i + Case(ER, 2) Delay characteristics of Epidemic routCase(ER, N + 1) This case represents the lower ing scheme has been studied extensively for unicasting [ 19] bound for the full message delivery ratio for varying group [6] . When there is a message expiration time, Tx, the exsize M, as all the nodes in the system need to receive the tfA(t)dt ing Equation (1), we give the CDF for full message delay, FA(Tx) Jo FF(t), as follows:
Here, fA,d(t) is the conditional PDF of average message Consequently, the expected full message delivery ratio, delivery: E[RF], under time constraint Tx is given as fA,d(t) = fA(t t % TZ) = fA(t)
E[RF]
= FF(Tx) =1 -e a exF1 (6) FA(Tx) Case(GBR, M) For any group of size M, the exand fA(t)= FA(t). pected full message delivery ratio under the GBR scheme can also be obtained from Equation (6) 
Deriving the buffer occupancy by directly using phase-4.6. Full Message Delivery Delay type distribution seems difficult. For this reason, we use a recursion method to calculate the expected buffer occuCase(ER, 2) Under this scenario, the full message pancy at nodes. We assume that the number of nodes pardelivery delay will be the same as the average message ticipating in message exchange is S + 1. S is equal to N delivery delay for Case(ER, 2), as discussed above, and under system-wide Epidemic routing, and is equal to M -1 Equation (3) can be used to calculate full message delay.
when GBR is used. In this method, we use state i to denote This case represents the lower bound for full message dethe number of nodes have a copy of a specific message, and livery delay when varying the group size M, as any infor each state i we consider the rate at which the system crease in the group size will increase the time that it takes leaves state i and the probabilities of the system moving to to delivery a message to all of the group members. Under the next state i + 1. the assumption that Tx -) oc, Equation (4) can be used to If we consider Case(ER, 2) and assume that an interobtain the full delivery delay.
mediate node knows to delete message just after it has deCase(ER, N + 1) This case represents the upper livered the copy that it has, this scheme represents a lower bound for the expected full message delivery delay, as the bound on the expected buffer occupancy. message needs to be delivered to all of the nodes in the sysWe calculate the expected buffer occupancy using a set tem for full delivery. Using the phase-type distribution that of recursive equations as given below in (9) . When the syswe constructed for full message delivery ratio, we can give tem is at state S with expiration time tx, the number ofmesthe expected full message delay, E[DF], as follows sage in the system is given as S(A/-y)(I -eayt ) [2] . This corresponds to the second equation of (9) . At state i, where
i < s, the source gives out a copy, either to the destination,
or to another node that has not received a copy of the mesUnder the condition that Tx -) oc, the expression above sage, at a rate of i* (S-i+1)>. Regardless ofthe next state, can be given as follows using the state transition diagram the system spends some time at state i, which corresponds in Figure 2 :
to the first term of right hand side of the first equation of (9) . The probability of delivering it to the destination is (9) above, in which the full message delay is the same as the average message delay, given in Equation (4). Therefore, Here, F(Q, tx) 1 where fd((t) is the conditional PDF of message delivery:
Here, f (t) is the PDF of exponential distribution with a >10 rate of A. It can be shown that the value of 4(y, tx) is upper bounded by rnin{tz, l/<y}, and approaches l/<y when 1°000 , tX )°°-.
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In the calculation of buffer occupancy above, we Epiric equated the buffer occupancy at each node with the total 0 0n200 4000 6000 80 1000 buffer occupancy of the system caused by the message genMessge ExpirationTm (s) eration at a single node, which is given by the set of equa-(a) Average Message Delay tions in (9) . The reason is as follows. Assuming the to-4000 tal expected buffer occupancy in the system (including the 3500 r T , source) caused by the message generation at a single node 3000 is Q, the expected total buffer occupancy of all the nodes 2500 of the system is given by S x Q, as there are S nodes in the 2000 system. Since each of the S nodes in the system is equally 1000 likely to share the total buffer occupancy of the system, the L 0 expected buffer occupancy at each node is again given by Figure 7 shows the average message delay under obtained from Equation (1 Figure 4 . We Figure 8 shows the variations in average message decan see that the analytical results agree with the empirical livery ratios, full message delivery ratios, and buffer occuresults. Danev when the TTL for non-grouD members are changed from I to 8. As can bee seen, different levels of controls can
Mason University, 2007. http://cs .gmu.edu/ be achieved through the use of inter-group routing policies.
-mabdulla/multicopy-performance.pdf. In this scenario, when a destination group member that has
[3] S. Burleigh and K. Fall. Delay tolerant networking: An a copy of a specific message meets a non-destination group approach for interplanetary internet. IEEE Communications member, the destination group member sets the TTL of the 
